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Case Study Overview

- Cyclist history
- History of trauma
- Treatment
- Introduction of new treatment modality
- Functional results
• 31-year-old Swiss amateur track cyclist
• Favored to win the 1000m and Sprint events at the 2006 National Track Cycling Championships of Switzerland
• Competition dates: June 21 – July 4, 2006
June 27 2006: Champion (center) in the 1000m race.
Ten minutes later, during the Scratch race, the cyclist collided with another participant, somersaulted, and skidded across the concrete velodrome.
The cyclist was treated at the venue by paramedics; his open wounds were cleansed and dressed. He fulfilled media obligations, then left the competition, unable to continue due to the pain.
Two hours after the fall, the cyclist arrived home and removed the already exudate-soaked conventional modern dressings the paramedics had applied.

The cyclist had severe road rash and localized swelling, especially in the shoulder girdle area, from the impact with the concrete.
He and a friend replaced all of the conventional modern dressings with polymeric membrane dressings which he requested from a friend.
Since the cyclist had less than a week to recover before the National Sprint competition, he needed more rapid healing of the abrasions, ecchymosis and edema than could be expected from experience with dressings used for previous injuries.

Using conventional modern wound care, the cyclist could expect limited range of motion and severe pain, which would inhibit training.

The athlete was willing to try a completely different dressing (a polymeric membrane dressing) to hasten his return to training and competition.
Polymeric membrane dressings possess several key integral components which enhance wound healing.

These components work together to concentrate healing substances from the body into the wound bed to promote rapid healing.
• Glycerol in the dressing prevents sticking and protects the periwound from maceration.
• Starch co-polymers give the dressings superior absorption, and
• A thin semi-permeable film backing optimizes moisture and protects the wound.
• A built-in wound cleanser facilitates autolytic debridement directly by loosening the bonds between the slough and the wound bed.
No manual wound cleansing is usually needed, allowing for less disruption of the new growth at the wound bed and very quick and easy dressing changes.

Dressing changes were easy enough for the athlete and his family or friends to do themselves.
• Polymeric membrane dressings insulate the wound bed. This, coupled with the simple, rapid dressing changes helps maintain a steady warm temperature, further facilitating quick healing.
• Together the components also allow polymeric membrane dressings to hydrate the wound bed when needed.
• Additionally, the dressings help decrease pain and ecchymosis.
How does a dressing reduce pain?

Polymeric membrane dressings inhibit the nociceptor response at the wound site. So, they not only help decrease pain, but also edema and inflammation-related ecchymosis.
An incisional study on a rodent model

The vertical lines measure the extent of the inflammation, which is dramatically more localized with polymeric membrane dressings.
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Polymeric membrane dressings help reduce the spread of the inflammatory reaction into surrounding, uninjured areas.

But there is no reduction in the robust localized inflammatory response required for healing the injury!
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Suppressed inflammation

Suppression of the spread of the inflammation and swelling cascade into the surrounding, uninjured tissues helps accelerate the healing process.
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Blunt trauma animal model

- Uniform blunt trauma to both legs on 14 anesthetized animals
- Polymeric membrane dressing plus a compression wrap applied to one leg
- Only the compression wrap was applied to the other leg
- Two independent observers evaluated swelling (0 – 4 scale)

Data courtesy of Dr. Alan R. Kahn, University of Minnesota
Blunt trauma animal model

24 hours after injury

Leg on the left: wrap applied after uniform blunt trauma to both legs

Leg on the right: polymeric membrane dressing plus the wrap applied

48 hours after injury
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Where is the polymeric membrane dressing acting?

The dressing acts locally, but it also affects the nociceptor response centrally. Topical application of the dressing significantly alters Fos expression.
How does it work?

Polymeric membrane dressings definitely reduce the nociceptor activity.

• Published evidence\(^1\) states that the dressing might absorb sodium ions, by capillary action, from the skin and from the subcutaneous tissues.

• If this is true, then this local decrease in sodium ion concentration would result in reduced nociceptor nerve conduction, which could account for the observed pain relief and decreased ecchymosis.

• Therefore, dressings should be changed whenever they become saturated with sweat or wound fluid.

---

What about the cyclist?

Notice that when he applied the dressings that first night, he left out this less deeply wounded spot on the small of his back.
Wound healing, 1 day post injury

No edema or ecchymosis where polymeric membrane dressings were applied. But, edema and ecchymosis are significant where the dressing was not applied.
The athlete reported:

“To my great surprise, the initial swelling went down right away and there were no blue marks. I kept nearly all of my mobility. The next morning I could go to work… and was able to train at night. Where polymeric membrane dressings had been applied, I felt almost no discomfort. Only my right shoulder (without polymeric membrane dressings) hurt. Even the dressing changes I usually dreaded were simple and pain-free.”
The wound care was easy:

• The dressings were changed daily after training, due to saturation with sweat.
• Per dressing instructions, no additional wound cleansing was done at dressing changes.
• The cyclist was able to do the wound care himself with the help of a friend.
• The dressings are non-adherent. The cyclist reported that he did not experience pain at dressing changes – a pleasant surprise to him!
On day six, the cyclist competed in the semi-final qualification round for the Sprint championship with no complications.

On day seven, the cyclist competed for the Swiss Sprint championship.
Polymeric membrane dressings’ drug-free formulation provides the following to injured athletes:

- Significant reduction in pain
- Significant reduction in the spread of the inflammatory reaction into the uninjured surrounding tissues
- Significant reduction in edema
- Significant reduction in ecchymosis
- Reduced injury healing time
The fans, media, and competitors never anticipated such a rapid recovery from this amateur cyclist.

Athlete pictured in blue is a professional competitor.
Day 7 post injury:
Sprint National Champion of Switzerland!
Once the abrasions were healed and he stopped using the polymeric membrane dressings, he became aware of the pain in his deep tissues.
When the reporters who follow the sport asked the cyclist how he was able to recover so quickly, he replied,

“I got back in shape so quickly only thanks to good care and a wound dressing that had been used successfully by the US athletes at Athens 2000, and that was provided for me by a cycling fan. The dressing prevented swelling and bruising without the use of medications.”